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Historical and Game Design Commentary:
The first U.S. Army official history "green back" my mother checked out for me from the Rock Island (Illinois) Public Library when I was a child was Hugh Cole's Lorraine Campaign.  I had not yet heard of General George Patton.  I was fascinated by the maps and photos of tanks and soldiers.  This kind of inspiration contributed directly to my and my Brittany Lane buddies' battles in my family lawn - long grass and twigs fallen from the elms made great camouflage and huts - using Louis Marx army sets and Aurora and Revell model aircraft, ships, and tanks.
In my lifelong military history study, I had grown to think of General Patton as a showman and dynamic attacking general but little more, and the movie Patton abetted that.  Now, studying the Lorraine Campaign for the game I have long contemplated, I have a new and great respect for him.
And it turns out that the greenback author Hugh M. Cole was attached to 3rd Army as its historian during its 1944 operations, having had a unique perspective from which to write that book.
In late September 1944, Waffen SS General Herman Priess attacked our 35th Infantry Division in the Foret (forest) de Gremecey east of the Moselle River with the 559th VolksGrenadier (infantry) Division and the 106th Panzer Brigade.  Just as the Finns looked down upon the Germans' forest fighting skills in 1941, the Germans were superior in forest fighting against us in 1944.  Our infantry began taking heavy losses ... from German artillery tree bursts, which greatly magnified the fragmentation danger of shellbursts, among other things.
Although Priess was ordered by his superior General Balck to return the 106th Panzer Brigade, he found artful ways to evade that and pressed the attack.  The 35th Division's situation became critical and a conference was held among division commander Baade, 3rd Army Chief of Staff Gaffey, and XII Corps commander General Eddy, all of whom agreed the 35th Division should withdraw.  Here is Cole's account of events:
What now passed between General Eddy and the others in the command post is not clear. Eddy polled each of the regimental commanders present; they seem to have agreed that further German infiltration could not be halted. Whether General Baade was consulted is doubtful. Later he contended that he was not in favor of a withdrawal, but believed that General Gaffey and General Eddy were agreed on this course and so made no protest. In any case the corps commander appears to have taken Baade's concurrence for granted. The fact that General Baade already had given the order committing his final reserve was known to General Eddy. Whatever the considerations involved, the corps commander issued orders about 1420 for the 35th Division to retire behind the Seille River as soon as night came. General Grow was told to cover the withdrawal with his armor, and plans were made to alert the 4th Armored Division in preparation for a retrograde movement to the west.
In the meantime General Gaffey had telephoned to General Patton, who immediately flew from Etain to the XII Corps headquarters in Nancy. The Third Army chief countermanded the order for the withdrawal of the 35th Division: "Counter-attack with the 6th Armored and take the thing. Go in right now with the 6th Armored, that is as soon as you can. Tell them [the 35th Division] to hang on." This order was passed on to General Baade at 1650. Then Patton gave the 4th Armored commander his instructions: "The 35th will stay and fight and you will not move back." Next General Patton and General Eddy visited the 6th Armored Division command post, east of Nancy, where plans were made for the division to attack on the following morning and where, as the Division journal noted with some discreet expurgation, "Gen. Patton emphatically stated that he would not give up another foot of ground to the Germans." 

As it turned out, Priess's attack had run its limit and he finally had to pull back the 559th VGD and relinquish 106th Panzer Brigade, but if 35th Division had indeed been withdrawn, it could have instead offered the Germans an excellent counteroffensive opportunity and at least disrupted 3rd Army's overall advance.  And it was only George Patton himself who stopped the withdrawal.
It should be remembered that Patton was a World War 1 combat veteran who led our early American tanks, and he was just one tough, determined combat officer.  And Patton appears to have been a Francophile and was fluent in French.  (The French Napoleonic military theorist Jomini was assiduously studied at West Point, and I remember seeing the First Class Men lugging around their Academy-published Atlas of Napoleonic Wars, the one Fall 1964 semester I was a Cadet there.)  Patton studied under the master French swordsman of the time, and he even designed a superior U.S. Cavalry saber, albeit as obsolete as any samurai sword in the face of rifles and machineguns, let alone tanks.
Something else about Patton's good sense and judgment:  in 1945 our 45th (Thunderbird) Infantry Division (including a large number of Native Americans from Oklahoma) discovered and liberated the Dachau concentration camp.  Finding multitudes of pitifully starved corpses everywhere, including in cremation ovens, they executed on the spot any concentration camp guards they had captured as well as some other nearby German soldiers, some of whom had been wounded.  Later, some 45th Division officers and men were to be court-martialed for committing the killings, authorizing them, or being unable to stop them.  Patton stopped that, understanding how unprepared his men were for the freaking shock and outrage of such horror which had triggered them to do what they did.
As in the Philippines in the Pacific, the U.S. Army had a tremendous, indigenous advantage over the Germans in France:  the French people.  (On the other hand, there were many ethnic German inhabitants of the Lorraine, some of whom assisted Nazi occupation and suppression of the French Resistance (FFI).)  The French provided all the material and informational help they could to us, and a classic example is the "patriotic French farmer," who on September 19th, as the big tank battles around Arracourt were developing, misdirected the 111th Panzer Brigade, disorganizing the planned German counterattack, and (as strategically) wasting massive amounts of scarce Wehrmacht fuel.  We can only hope that the description of him being patriotic does not mean he was executed and/or his family farm destroyed.
As to the Germans' use of and superiority in forests, it was reminiscent of the German barbarians' forest superiority which they used to annihilate the Roman legions in the Teutoburger Wald (forest) in 9 AD.  A significant quote of the campaign is of General Eddy saying "Nobody knows what is in the Foret de Haye."  (Actually, the French Resistance did, very accurately, and when the Germans withdrew from this large forest just west of Nancy, they so informed us ... presumably saving the lives of countless chipmunks, squirrels, and bambis from massed U.S. artillery and air bombardment.)  Thus, in the face of our overwhelming airpower, the Germans used forests for concealment of their forces as well as combat advantage.  As to that again, the 15th Panzer Grenadier Division made itself a real thorn in our flank from its lair in the Foret de Parroy.
Some may remember the great old Glenn Ford/Yvette Mimieux 1962 melodrama The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.  A family of emigrant Germans in Argentina divides over Hitler, with one family's son returning to Germany to join and fight for the Nazis, while Ford expresses his opposition.  A few years into the war, his daughter (Mimieux) goes to Paris to study, is shocked by Nazi arrests and executions, joins the Resistance, and is herself arrested and executed - her cousin in a nearby SS panzer division doing nothing to try to save her.
The SS panzer division is a major threat to D-Day and can't be located, and Ford's character goes to France to visit his nephew ... with a signal locator hidden on his person.  The SS panzers are concealed in a FOREST, and the movie ends with a mass U.S. Army Air Force bombing of Wagnerian Götterdämmerung proportions, killing Ford and his Nazi nephew, the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse ( of war) exultantly riding across the screen.  Dictatorship, militarism, and war are BAD things.
Hills/heights were another significant tactical factor.  Although some may discount the importance of "high ground," it not only gave its possessors an observational advantage:  it gave a firing advantage as well - being able to fire down at panzers could increase the chance of hitting/penetrating their weaker deck armor.
During and since World War 2, there was much criticism of our standard 75mm gun Sherman tank as being mediocre and inferior to the far more powerfully armed German panzers in Europe in 1944.  (Note the true length of the extremely long barrel of the PzV Panther in contrast to our Sherman tank on the game masthead on the mapsheet.)  However, to the Sherman's credit, it was far faster and more mechanically reliable than the panzers - and lighter than the supposedly medium Panzer V Panther - and American tank commanders learned to use maneuver and ambush to turn the tables on the panzers in most cases.  We also made excellent antitank use of our up-gunned but lighter-armored tank destroyers.
As to the game's armored order of battle, 7th Armored Division was briefly under 3rd Army command in the Lorraine, but 6th Armored was there longer as was 10th Armored when it arrived.  Patton had 3 armored divisions whatever their unit number, plus access to 2nd French Armored in the south, and I saw no need to include unnecessary extra units for cutting out and sorting.

If there was fog, the panzers' longrange advantage over our tanks was lost, and if the skies cleared the dreaded rocket-firing and bombing U.S. P-51 Mustang and huge and more rugged P-47 Thunderbolts of our U.S. Army Air Force XIXth Tactical Air Command mobbed any panzer located or out of hiding.  (The game simulates this dilemma.)  The Germans cursed our fighterbombers as "Jabos" - from jaeger bomber  - and Hermann Goering's depleted Luftwaffe was never around to defend them.  Nonetheless, they fought on and hard in the Lorraine and the West - only to let the Russians invade more of Germany and take more of their own terrible revenge.
The 1944 German panzer brigades were created as new units, for attacking.  Instead of re-equipping weary panzer divisions, these new, half-sized panzer commands were intended to revitalize and spearhead Wehrmacht offensives.  (Note that there are 4 turns of Mandatory German Attacks and - coincidentally? - 4 panzer brigades.)  In the Lorraine, they were equipped with PzV Panthers, and the Americans marveled at all the "factory new" Panthers they destroyed, in part because of the crews' inexperience.  Many have wondered if those PzVs might have been better (though probably less aggressively) used by the veteran panzer divisions.  It has been noted that these ersatz panzer brigades were critically deficient in antiaircraft weapons and tank recovery equipment - from early in World War 2, it was found that about half of tanks disabled or broken down in battle were recoverable/salvageable if they could be rapidly recovered from the battlefield, even if often under fire.  Accordingly, panzer brigades cannot shoot down USAAF fighter bombers and are Eliminated if they suffer an AR combat result.  Happily, only a few of the very heavy PzVI Tiger tanks were encountered in the Lorraine Campaign, if any.
Here, I'd like to thank Tom Peters, a Talk.ConSimWorld.com acquaintance, who tipped me off to the 106th Panzer Brigade being slightly different in organization and weaker in strength from the other panzer brigades.  Tom also put me on to the OberKommando Wehrmacht (OKW) Lage (Situation) West maps.  However, looking at them for early September 1944, I find very few German units shown - such was the German units' precipitate retreat that OKW had apparently lost them!
As to infantry unit organization in the game, note that there is a major infantry "division" unit and then 2 regiments.  The major unit represents 1 regiment plus command units like heavy artillery, for the Germans a reserve battalion, and other significant forces.  By contrast, armored division combat commands were somewhat co-equal and often operated with a greater degree of independence.
Besides airpower, American artillery was superior to the Germans', both in amount of ammunition available to be used - logistics permitting - and in its use.  Mass, coordinated, simultaneous Time-On-Target barrages from dozens of artillery regiments within range instantaneously pulverized both German attacks and defenses and made the winning difference in countless difficult assaults and advances.  (Possibly, I have underrated the corps artillery units, and if the game is imbalanced against the U.S. it might be best balanced by upgunning those to a strength of 5 or even 6.)
Artillery had tougher nuts to crack in the French forts and Siegfried Line pillbox matrices.  Both westward facing French forts (with the exception of Fort Driant) and the Germans' Siegfried Line border defenses had been stripped of most of their weapons which were sent to the "Atlantic Wall" coastal defenses, to try to stop our Allied liberation landings on the beaches, like at Dieppe in 1942.  However, the Germans desperately tried to restore the forts, to stop the Allies in 1944.  Progress on the French forts was somewhat problemmatic, but the restoration of the Siegfried Line was methodical, and by the time Patton was able to attack it, it was indeed restored.  The rules reflect this.
Our combat engineers were superb.  American civilian engineering adapted quickly and creatively to combat engineering, engineering was the premiere course at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, and the impossible bridging of the Moselle and of fast, swollen rivers in 3rd Army's November advance to the Siegfried Line enabled and/or saved one operation after another.
An overlooked and decisive kind of unit was our armored cavalry group.  These were scouting and picket units of armored cars, light tanks, heavily armed jeeps, and other light vehicles which were highly mobile and found and contained German units, when they weren't finding and exploiting openings in German lines.  Thus, there are special rules for the otherwise weak 2nd, 3rd, and 106th Cavalry Groups in my game.  (The 106th was from Aurora Illinois and maintained the 1863 Grierson Raid tradition of excellent Illinois cavalry.  Remember too, the World War 2 Bill Mauldin cartoon of an old cavalry sergeant tearfully pointing his .45 pistol at his broken down jeep ... as he would have given the coup de grace to his broken down horse before.)
A unique feature of Patton's Lorraine Campaign are my tank destroyer (TD) battalion rules.  American "Seek, Strike, and Destroy" antitank doctrine featured fast, highly mobile higher velocity guns on lightened tank chasis.  The standard U.S. tank destroyer in Europe in 1944 was the M10, mounting the 3 inch (76mm) naval gun on a lightened Sherman tank chasis.  The intent was for these to be fast response "fire brigades" type units:  When there was an impending enemy tank-supported attack, these would race to the scene, get into position, and decimate the enemy tanks.  TD units had excellent communications for coordination and did typically respond promptly.  However, the 3 inch gun could not penetrate the Panzer V Panther's frontal armor, let alone that of any PzVI Tiger, and the open-topped turret was hand-cranked (like the Panther's and unlike our M4 Sherman tank's excellent power-operated and aim-stabilizing turret).
(The very accomplished wargame designer, Ty Bomba - his division level 1941-42 Russian Front game Proud Monster is fast, playable, and exciting, even with the hundreds of units on the big mapboard - has told a story about tank destroyers, experienced by his father, a U.S. combat infantryman in Europe in 1944-45.  They started hearing tanks from the German side and were worried to to be told that they were about to get hit by a panzer-supported attack.  Not to worry:  a while later, just before the attack started it turned out, a platoon of 5 tank destroyers came rushing up, found positions in cover, and stood ready.  A while after that, here came the German infantry with PzV Panthers and/or PzVI Tigers down the far slope of the valley.  Our TDs banged into action, catching the German tanks with their weaker deck armor more exposed.  The few surviving panzers turned and fled.  The TDs wished the resident GIs a good day and rushed off.  Of course, Ty's dad and his buddies were still there when the retaliatory German artillery barrage came in.)
However, our tank destroyers were primarily reactive, defensive weapons, lacking the battlefield power and armored, pro-active offensive momentum a heavy tank could have provided instead.  Second only to the scandal about defective American naval torpedoes, was the blocking by chief of ground forces General Leslie McNair of the production of the T6 (later M26 Pershing) tank armed with our highly potent 90mm gun.  Only McNair's death from off-target Allied bombing in Normandy opened the way for our units to at last have a heavy tank to match the German PzV and PzVI, albeit not until 1945.  The Patton Player might pause to think what he could do, offensively, with say six [2]-strength Pershing heavy tank battalions.  (Maybe I should add them to the OB - order of battle - as a what-if variant, marked V.  However, their production and deployment might have led to questions about the need for the rapid response tank destroyers.)
Nonetheless, in Patton's Lorraine Campaign TD units can be nasty little disrupters of German panzer attacks.
After I had completed PLC's basic design, I obtained a copy of Canadian Army officer John Nelson Rickard's book, Patton at Bay.  It has excellent maps (although most are based on Cole's), as well as tables of strength and an excellent order of battle (nonetheless acknowledging the difficulty in trying to make up an accurate one for the Germans).  From Rickard's description, the tank destroyer battalions were beginning as early as September 1944 to receive the far more powerful M36 Buffalo tank destroyers, mounting our equivalent of the German 88mm gun - the 90mm/3.7" gun (which had been, like the 88, originally an antiaircraft gun) - again on the Sherman tank chassis.  I had wondered if PLC's TD battalions' 2-factor defense strength was too large for M10s, but if M36s were filtering into the battalions, it is just right.
Historically, there were more independent U.S. tank and tank destroyer battalions, but the 6 each in the game are numerous, effective, and representative enough without unduly increasing the number of units and complicating and slowing play.
American leadership and training came to the fore in the Lorraine.  While the Germans were reeling from the shock of our Normandy breakout and on the run, it was when our forces were extended and supply lines stretched that our troops were most tested and still prevailed.  After the race across France, there was optimism that the Allies could break into Germany before the oncoming winter.  The French Resistance reported the Germans being generally disorganized, and Patton was determined to maintain his momentum of advance right up to and through the German border's Siegfried Line.  However, the Germans' war-long ability to rally forces and even counterattack came to the fore itself, and Patton's ill-advised attempt to have 3rd Army simply overrun the Metz fort complex resulted in heavy infantry losses and a critical delay of 3rd Army's advance.
Possibly our best division commander in Europe in 1944 was Major General John Shirley Wood, who had commanded our 4th Armored Division since 1942 and had trained it to armored perfection.  Time after time, 4th Armored made breakthroughs and advances catching even veteran German units off guard.  In my game, its combat commands have an inherent 1-shift combat odds advantage.  And it was 4th Armored that Patton redirected north to break through to Bastogne in December 1944 and save the 101st Airborne Division surrounded there in the Battle of the Bulge.  (The commander of that 4th Armored spearhead was Creighton Abrams, who would eventually become Chief of Staff of the Army.)
Like Patton, Wood was a very emotional person, even under all his military discipline.  He often became emotional speaking to his soldiers, probably appreciating the ordeal ahead of them.  In August 1944, command of XII Corps was given to artilleryman Eddy instead of Wood - apparently a decision by Eisenhower and Bradley - and Wood was bitter.  Then too, in one month of the Lorraine campaign, 4th Armored had lost more men than during the whole summer during the breakout, and he had trouble dealing with that.  (On the other hand, even then 4th Armored's losses were light in comparison to other armored divisions' - see the book Death Traps - and considering the disproportionately heavy destruction and casualties it inflicted on German units.  Not only were light losses good for morale, that meant that battle-savvy personnel survived to be even more effective in coming action.)  Wood finally became so uncooperative with Eddy that Patton - who treasured Wood and had had him decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross - had to relieve him of his command of the 4th Armored.  However, thanks to Wood's training, 4th Armored continued to be a premiere breakthrough unit into Germany under subsequent commanders.
(Regarding losses, wargamers will note the lack of an Exchange result, the need for high odds to Eliminate defenders outright, and the absence of a replacement mechanism in the game.  In the Lorraine, no U.S. regiment or combat command was annihilated as were the 2 regiments of the 106th Infantry Division in the Schnee Eifel during the Battle of the Bulge, later.  Some units suffered heavy casualties, like the 35th Infantry Division's in the Foret de Gremecey, but U.S. equipment and personnel replacement restored them relatively quickly, and the game's turns are weekly.  Just the repulse of a U.S. attack or the Disruption of a defending U.S. unit is - considering the tight schedule Patton is on - loss enough, and the actual loss of a large U.S. unit is critical if not catastrophic.
Regarding breakthroughs, I have today (24Dec12) closely defined movement through Zones of Control (ZOCs) of enemy units, differentiating such movement through ZOCs of UnDisrupted enemy units from that through ZOCs of Disrupted enemy units - better enabling major, operational breakthroughs past Disrupted defending units through corridors of friendly units - exactly like 4th Armored's through 80th Division's bridgehead - and even if some of those friendly units have just moved:  a stepping stone effect.)
I must note here Patton's occasional difficulty in controlling his emotions (and actions and mouth).  His (illegal) slapping of the battle-broken ("shell-shocked") young soldier during the Sicilian campaign was, I believe, an indication of how distraught he was under the stress of the battle and a commander's human feelings of responsibility (and sometimes even guilt) for his army's wounded and dead.  He surely lost control, albeit in a different way, as much as that young soldier had.  Then too, there were his impolitic statements to the press, which not only embarrassed Eisenhower and the Allies generally but imperiled his continuation in command.  Like Custer, Patton was a warrior as much as a soldier, and - again like Custer - had his own problems with discipline.  In war, we have tolerated and used warriors - and war lovers - great film, The War Lover - but the true American military tradition (epitomized by Washington, Wayne, Macomb, Grant, Sherman, Lee, Longstreet, MacArthur, Eisenhower, Bradley and our other great commanders) is soldiership.  A soldier is disciplined and wages war according to the Laws of War as humanely as possible, to end the chaos, destruction, and suffering of war and stop Evil, and to restore the Rule of Law in the world and Good.  The book School for Soldiers, about the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, was aptly titled.  (See also Swedish (and UN) General Carl van Horn's book, Soldiering for Peace.)
It is easy to criticize the conservative Eddy, in contrast to charismatic tank commanders Patton and Wood, but Eddy may have provided a needed, balancing, chain of command element of restraint.  (Von Kluge's exasperated 1941 Operation Barbarossa query of panzer leader "Schnell Heinz"* Guderian comes to mind:  "Guderian, must ALL your operations hang by a thread?"  But the 1944 Germans were not the disorganized Russians of 1941.)  When in September Wood's 4th Armored broke out of 80th Infantry Division's hardwon bridgehead across the Moselle River between Metz and Nancy and advanced on to Arracourt, he and Patton wanted 4th Armored to maintain the momentum and advance on farther toward the Siegfried Line - never mind that tanks had to be sent back to escort supply trucks through territory still lousy with hostiles - but Eddy vetoed that.  Considering the powerful panzer units lurking about, further advance would probably indeed have been disastrous, and most of those panzers were then destroyed in 4th Armored's battles of aggressive defense around Arracourt.  (*My nickname for Guderian.)
A basic factor in Patton's Lorraine campaign was the withdrawal of logistical support to him.  In keeping with his command philosophy of continuous attack, Patton wanted to lead a quick thrust into the heart of Germany, but Germany was not France and that could have ended in the cutting off and annihilation of 3rd Army.  Eisenhower held out for a broad front advance, but Anglo-American supplies were stretched and limited, because the Germans still held most of the major Channel ports.  Patton was able to attack and advance in September, but in October his supplies were drastically curtailed, with much Allied supply diverted to General Montgomery's also easily attacked narrow airborne and ground thrust to the Holland bridges ending in Arnhem, where the British 1st Airborne Division was destroyed.  (Why Eisenhower went along with this British longshot has been long debated.)
Only in November, when the weather worsened and every river became a torrent and once the Germans' Siegfried Line fortifications were largely restored, were Patton's supplies renewed and his offensive resumed.  The cross-country going was so bad that the (relatively narrow-tracked) U.S. tank units were often kept the roads and used as formations of massed light artillery.  Ultimately, Patton and 3rd Army were able to get to the Siegfried Line but not through it before winter and the Germans' Battle of the Bulge Ardennes counteroffensive forced a redirection of key units northward.  At the conclusion of 3rd Army's November-December operations, Patton went around to where his frontline troops were getting hot meals and regrouping and gave speeches thanking them for the advance and everything they had gone through.  On at least one occasion, tears were seen streaming down his face as he departed - which was all to his credit as an officer and human being.
As to my modeling of weather in the game, Morning Fog every day of a week obviously did not happen, but on the crucial one or two days for a battle, Morning Fog was a distinct possibility and simulating the high probability of that during a week is defensible.
Overall, Patton did the very best he could with what he had, but it is fascinating to consider what he could have done had he continued to get adequate supplies in October to maintain his Lorraine offensive, and in Patton's Lorraine Campaign there is a contra-historical (and therefore against the odds) "Turn Patton Loose!" playing possibility that he - his player - is allowed to do so.  I assume any Patton will very much want to be turned loose, while any German will very much not want him to be.  Thus, in most cases the Patton player will have the opportunity to feel for himself the frustration of not being allowed to consummate his summer breakthrough by attacking on through the Lorraine, while being forced to watch the German regroup and strengthen while he must remain idle - unless the German foolishly mounts a major Lorraine counteroffensive to which the Allied high command would be compelled to respond as it did to the Battle of the Bulge.
The most successful previous boardgame about Patton's Lorraine campaign was Joe Balkoski's well researched 1979 Simulations Publications Inc. (SPI) game, Patton's 3rd Army, but that only covers the latter, poor weather (albeit in-supply) phase of the campaign, from 8Nov-1Dec44 and in daily turns, excluding the big tank battles around Arracourt in September, which would be on the very south edge of Joe's northern-oriented mapsheet.  It should be noted that Patton's conquest of Metz was not completed until Nov44.
Unlike Joe's game, I have omitted the Maginot Line.  That generally faced Germany, and I have not considered it to be a major terrain factor.  The all-round-defense French forts along the Moselle River are another matter.
A popular mini-game specifically about the taking of Metz was The Drive On Metz in Jim Dunnigan's 1980 book The Complete Wargames Handbook.  Intriguingly, it covers Patton's attempt to take Metz in mid-September, which is often unhistorically successful in the game.
Then there were the strategic Normany breakout and pursuit games like Breakout and Pursuit (SPI) and Road to the Rhine (Game Designers Workshop), but those were at a higher, division operational level than what a Lorraine campaign game should be.
I hope Patton's Lorraine Campaign will be an enjoyable and educational contribution to the understanding of U.S. military operations in Europe in 1944 and to the remembrance of the service and suffering of Allied officers and men who eradicated Nazi evil.
Auf deutsch, SaarLouis is Saarlautern.
Forest Abbreviations:
FdC-S = Foret de Chateau-Salins (M11-12)
FdF = Foret de Facq (J7)
FdG = Foret de Gremecey (N9-10)
FdH = Foret de Haye (M5-etc.)
FdP = Foret de Parroy (R11-S12)
FdR = Foret de Remilly (J12-etc.)
High Ground Abbreviations:
D R = Delme Ridge (L10)
Mt T = Mount Toulon (I8)
Saar Hts/S.H. = Saar Heights Position (Saar-Hoehen Stellung)
Fort Abbreviations:
Ft Koen = Fort Koenigsmacker (D13)
Ft Yutz = Fort Yutz (D12)
Ft Ill = Fort Illange (E12)
Ft D + = Fort Driant (H8) - At start of game, more powerful than other French forts.
Ft JdA = Fort Jeanne d'Arc (G9)
Ft Q = Fort Queuleu (I 10)
Ft St J = Fort St. Julien (G11)
Ft St P = Fort St. Privat (H9)
Ft. St Q = Fort St. Quentin (G10)
Ver Fts = Verdun Forts (I 9)
Ft d F = Fort de Frouard (M6)
Ft d Ch = Fort de Chanot (N4)
Ft d PV = Fort de Pont St. Vincent (O5)
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Advice on Play of the Game:
Patton is on a very tight schedule and must attack constantly to his logistical limits.  The south appears to offer the best chance of a breakthrough initially, even with those panzer brigades down there to contest that.  Beware of exposing units to German counterattack without adequate support of neighboring units and/or tank and tank destroyer battalions.  The loss of any large unit is critical.  Don't begin depending on the U.S. Army Air Force to come to your rescue (although it is nice when it does).  
For the desired breakthroughs, attack weakness, not strength. Going out and grabbing key positions that the German must counterattack to regain, and thereby expose himself to further, destructive ground and air attack - "Git thar the fustest with the mostest!" - is as advisable as when U.S. Civil War Confederate general Nathen Bedford Forrest exhorted that.  (A Lt. Col. Bedford Forrest aggressively commanded the 6th Armored's 69th Tank Battalion and was killed in action in the Lorraine on 25Nov44.)
And if you have credibility with the Almighty (as 3rd Army's chaplain did, at Patton's behest, at a critical moment of the Battle of the Bulge) pray for Clear weather (although the Weather Regularization Rule may now help you do so).
The highest U.S. attacking strength in a single hex's stack is an armored division plus another armored division's 3-strength combat command plus a corps artillery unit:  15 attack factors.  An attacking U.S. infantry division plus supporting combat command plus artillery has 14.  For the German, the highest attacking concentration is both regiments of the 21st PzDiv - so don't lose either - plus another panzer division regiment or kampfgruppe or panzer brigade for 12.  German artillery was chronically short of ammunition.
Obviously, the German must make maximum use of terrain and avoid unnecessary exposure of his units.  Whether to fight and take losses to delay or to withdraw to better position is a constant dilemma.  However, once Patton is past Chateau Salins and free of logistical restraint, trying to hold 3rd Army short of the Siegfried Line may be too expensive.  On the other hand, not doing so and letting American corps artillery get within range of it may be strategically terminal.
As to the game's balance of play, I do not yet have any idea.  Again, I may have underrated the corps artillery units, and if the game is imbalanced against the U.S. it might be best balanced by upgunning those to a strength of 5 or even 6.  Another possibility is giving USAAF fighter bomber groups a +1 combat odds shift "close air support" (of ground attacks) capability, in addition to their air bombardment interdiction.  There would have to be a rule limiting the various shifts - attacking from a ridge, air bombardment, interdiction, out of supply defenders, 4th Armored Division skill bonus, etc. - to no more than doubling attacking combat odds, though.
Breakthroughs across the Moselle seem possible and advance to be at the historical pace.  In our second playtest game, I as Patton got Turned Loose!, but failed dismally in attaining all my objectives, in part because of the (now former) ability of his weakest units to survive the highest combat odds.  (See Games Played.)  However, the game's general tenor of operations does seem to replicate history's.
Unlike all my other games, there are two bookkeeping requirements, however small:  recording weather (for weather/play balance) and recording which untaken French forts have been restored.  I will be providing a Game
The 3rd Army motto was "Lucky Forward!," presumably meaning that the breaks - and victory - go to the bold (attacker).  Or, as the French say, "L'Audace!  Toujours l'audace!"  (Audacity!  Always audacity!)  If you are Patton in the game, go with the motto.

